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An orthogonal drawing of a plane graph is called an octagonal drawing if each inner face
is drawn as a rectilinear polygon of at most eight (polygonal) vertices and the contour
of the outer face is drawn as a rectangle. A slicing graph is obtained from a rectangle
by repeatedly slicing it vertically and horizontally. A slicing graph is called a good slicing
graph if either the upper subrectangle or the lower one obtained by any horizontal slice
will never be vertically sliced, roughly speaking. In this paper we show that every good
slicing graph has an octagonal drawing with prescribed face areas, in which the area of
each inner face is equal to a prescribed value. Such a drawing has practical applications
in VLSI ﬂoorplanning. We also give a linear-time algorithm to ﬁnd such a drawing when a
“slicing tree” is given. We furthermore present a suﬃcient condition for a plane graph to
be a good slicing graph.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
An orthogonal drawing of a plane graph G (with a ﬁxed embedding) is a drawing of G such that each vertex is mapped to
a point, each edge is drawn as a sequence of alternate horizontal and vertical line segments, and any two edges do not cross
except at their common end as illustrated in Fig. 1(e). In an orthogonal drawing each face is drawn as a rectilinear polygon.
Orthogonal drawings have attracted much attention due to their numerous practical applications in circuit schematics,
cartograms, data ﬂow diagrams, entity relationship diagrams, etc. [3,9–11,16,19].
In this paper we consider an orthogonal drawing of a plane graph G where the outer facial cycle of G is drawn as
a rectangle, called the outer rectangle, and each inner face has a prescribed area. We call such an orthogonal drawing a
prescribed-area orthogonal drawing. Fig. 1(a) depicts a plane graph G where a number written in each inner face indicates a
prescribed area of the face, and Fig. 1(e) depicts a prescribed-area orthogonal drawing of G . Throughout the paper the four
corners a,b, c and d of an outer rectangle are drawn by white circles.
A prescribed-area orthogonal drawing of a plane graph G has practical applications in VLSI ﬂoorplanning. Floorplanning
is an initial step in VLSI chip design where one decides the relative locations of functional entities in a chip. A VLSI ﬂoorplan
is often considered as a subdivision of a rectangle into a ﬁnite number of non-overlapping smaller rectangles, each of which
corresponds to a functional entity called a module [6,14]. A “slicing ﬂoorplan” is often used by VLSI design [12,20,21]. Divide
a rectangle into two smaller rectangles by slicing it vertically or horizontally, divide any subrectangle into two smaller
subrectangles by slicing it vertically or horizontally, and so on, as illustrated in Figs. 2(a)–(e). The resulting ﬂoorplan like
one in Fig. 2(e) is called a slicing ﬂoorplan. An underlying plane graph of a slicing ﬂoorplan such as one illustrated in Fig. 2(f)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of a slicing ﬂoorplan.
is called a slicing graph G , where the four vertices a,b, c and d of degree two on the outer face of G represent the corners of
the outer rectangle. Thus a slicing graph G is a 2–3 plane graph in which each vertex has degree two or three, and a slicing
ﬂoorplan is a rectangular drawing of G , where each edge is drawn as a single horizontal or vertical line segment and each
216 Md.S. Rahman et al. / Computational Geometry 42 (2009) 214–230Fig. 3. (a) A slicing graph G , (b) a prescribed-area rectangular drawing of another graph, and (c) a prescribed-area octagonal drawing of G .
face is drawn as a rectangle. (It should be noted that a 2–3 plane graph is not always a slicing graph as illustrated in Fig. 5.)
Since each module needs some physical area, each face of G in the drawing should satisfy some area requirements. However,
when the area of each face is prescribed, there may not exist a rectangular drawing of G; one example is illustrated in Fig. 3;
the two faces of prescribed area 1 are adjacent in the plane graph in Fig. 3(a), but cannot be adjacent in any prescribed-area
rectangular drawing as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). We thus consider an orthogonal drawing of a slicing graph where a face is not
always a rectangle as illustrated in Figs. 1(e) and 3(c). In VLSI ﬂoorplanning it is desirable that each inner face is drawn as
a rectilinear polygon of simple shape such as a rectangle, an L-shape polygon, a T-shape polygon, etc. [4,6,13–15,20,21]. We
thus attempt to ﬁnd a prescribed-area orthogonal drawing of G keeping the shape of each inner face as simple as possible.
In this paper we consider a fairly large subclass of slicing graphs called good slicing graphs. Roughly speaking, a slicing
graph is good if either the upper subrectangle or the lower one obtained by any horizontal slice will never be vertically
sliced. (A formal deﬁnition of a good slicing graph will be given in Section 2.) All the graphs in Figs. 1(a), 2(f) and 3(a)
are good slicing graphs. We show that any good slicing graph has a prescribed-area orthogonal drawing in which each
inner facial polygon has at most eight (polygonal) vertices, as illustrated in Figs. 1(e) and 3(c). We call such a drawing
an octagonal drawing. We also give a linear-time algorithm to ﬁnd such an octagonal drawing when the so-called slicing
tree is given. We furthermore present a suﬃcient condition for a plane graph to be a good slicing graph. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work on a prescribed-area octagonal drawing. An early version of the paper was presented
at [7]. Recently, M. de Berg et al. [2] and Kawaguchi and Nagamochi [5] deal with prescribed-area orthogonal drawings of
larger classes of plane graphs, in which each inner facial cycle is drawn as a rectilinear polygon having a constant number
of (polygonal) vertices, more than eight vertices.
Our drawing algorithm is roughly outlined as follows. We ﬁrst draw the outer cycle of G as a rectangle with four corners
a,b, c and d so that the area of the rectangle is equal to the sum of the prescribed areas of all inner faces, as illustrated
in Fig. 1(b). We now embed a “slicing path” P connecting two opposite sides of the rectangle as a straight line segment so
that it divides the outer rectangle into two subrectangles each of whose areas is equal to the sum of the prescribed areas of
all faces inside it. In Fig. 1(b) a slicing path P is drawn by a thick line and the two subrectangles are shaded differently. We
recursively ﬁnd a prescribed-area orthogonal drawing of the subgraph inside each rectangle, and we obtain a drawing of G
such as one illustrated in Fig. 1(f), where each inner face is drawn as a rectangle with prescribed area but the drawing is
not always a drawing of G . For example, vertex x is adjacent to y in G in Fig. 1(a), but x is not adjacent to y in the drawing
in Fig. 1(f). We thus need to modify the drawing in each recursive step, as illustrated in Figs. 1(c) and (d), by introducing
bends on some edges, and hence some faces are drawn as rectilinear polygons instead of rectangles like the shaded face in
Fig. 1(d). We ﬁnally get a prescribed-area octagonal drawing of G as illustrated in Fig. 1(e).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some deﬁnitions. Section 3 deals with octagonal
drawings of good slicing graphs. Section 4 presents a suﬃcient condition for a good slicing graph. Finally Section 5 concludes
with discussions.
2. Preliminaries
In this section we give some deﬁnitions.
Let G be a plane 2-connected simple graph. We denote the set of vertices of G by V (G) and the set of edges of G
by E(G). The degree of a vertex v is the number of neighbors of v in G . Since G is a plane graph, G is embedded in the
plane so that no two edges intersect except at a vertex to which they are both incident. G divides the plane into connected
regions called faces. We regard the contour of a face as a clockwise cycle formed by the edges on the contour, and call it a
facial cycle. We call the contour of the outer face of G the outer cycle of G , and denote by Co(G) or simply Co . A vertex on
Co is called an outer vertex, while a vertex not on Co is called an inner vertex. An edge on Co is called an outer edge, while
an edge not on Co is called an inner edge.
An orthogonal drawing of a plane graph G is a drawing of G in which each vertex is mapped to a point, each edge is
drawn as a sequence of alternate horizontal and vertical line segments, and any two edges do not cross except at their
common end. A bend is a point where an edge changes its direction in a drawing. Each face of G is drawn as a rectilinear
polygon in any orthogonal drawing of G . Every plane graph of the maximum degree at most four has an orthogonal drawing.
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P
E by an NS-path P .
Fig. 5. A 2–3 plane graph which is not a slicing graph.
Given a plane graph G together with a positive value for each inner face, an octagonal drawing D of G is an orthogonal
drawing of G satisfying the following two conditions (i) and (ii):
(i) the outer cycle Co is drawn in D as a rectangle; and
(ii) each inner face is drawn in D as a rectilinear polygon which has at most eight (polygonal) vertices and whose area is
exactly equal to the prescribed value.
A graph G is a 2–3 plane graph if G is a 2-connected plane graph, every vertex has degree two or three, and there are
four or more outer vertices of degree two, and exactly four of them, a,b, c and d, are designated as corners. The four corners
a,b, c and d divide Co into four paths, the north path PN , the east path P E , the south path P S , and the west path PW , as
illustrated in Fig. 4. A path P in G is called an NS-path if P starts at a vertex on PN , ends at a vertex on P S , and does not
pass through any other outer vertex and any outer edge. An NS-path P naturally divides G into two 2–3 plane graphs GPW
and GPE ; G
P
W is the west subgraph of G including P , and a,d and the two ends of P are designated as the corners of G
P
W ;
GPE is the east subgraph of G including P , and b, c and the two ends of P are designated as the corners of G
P
E . We call
GPW and G
P
E the two subgraphs corresponding to P . Similarly, we deﬁne a WE-path P , the north subgraph G
P
N , and the south
subgraph GPS .
We now present a formal recursive deﬁnition of a slicing graph. We call a 2–3 plane graph G a slicing graph if either it
has exactly one inner face or it has an NS- or WE-path P such that each of the two subgraphs corresponding to P is a slicing
graph. An NS- or WE-path P in a slicing graph G is called a slicing path of G if each of the two subgraphs corresponding to
P is a slicing graph. All the graphs in Figs. 1(a), 2(f) and 3(a) are slicing graphs, while the graph in Fig. 5 is not. It should
be noted that every slicing graph has a rectangular drawing where each slicing path is embedded as a straight line.
If G is a slicing graph, then all slicing paths appearing in the recursive deﬁnition can be represented by a binary tree
T , called a slicing tree, as illustrated in Fig. 6 for the graph in Fig. 2(f). Each internal node u of T represents a slicing path,
which is denoted by Pu . Each leaf u of T represents an inner face Fu of G . Each node u of T corresponds to a subgraph Gu
of G induced by all inner faces that are leaves and are descendants of u in T . Thus G = Gr for the root r of T . Fig. 7 depicts
a subgraph Gz of G in Fig. 6(a) for the right child z of root r. We classify the internal nodes of T into two types: (i) V-node
and (ii) H-node. A V-node u represents an NS-slicing path Pu of Gu , while an H-node u represents a WE-slicing path Pu
of Gu . If an internal node u of T is a V-node, then the right child of u in T corresponds to the east subgraph G
Pu
uE of Gu
divided by Pu and the left child corresponds to the west subgraph G
Pu
uW . If u is an H-node, then the right child corresponds
to the north subgraph and the left child corresponds to the south subgraph.
We then give a formal deﬁnition of a good slicing graph. A face path of a 2–3 plane graph G is a WE- or NS-path on
the contour of a single inner face of G . The graph G in Fig. 6(a) has no face path, while Gz in Fig. 7 has two face paths P2
and P4, drawn by thick lines, which are on the contour of face F3; P2 and P4 are face WE-paths. Every face path P of a
slicing graph G is a slicing path. We call a slicing tree T a good slicing tree if Pu is a face WE-path of Gu for every H-node u
in T . The tree in Fig. 6(b) is a good slicing tree of the graph G in Fig. 6(a). We call a 2–3 graph a good slicing graph if it has
a good slicing tree for an appropriate labeling of designated corners a,b, c and d.
All the graphs in Figs. 1(a), 2(f), 3(a), 6(a) and 7 are good slicing graphs. There is a slicing graph which is not good, as
illustrated in Fig. 8. Thus not every slicing graph is a good slicing graph. The deﬁnitions above imply that every vertical
slice of a good slicing graph is an arbitrary “guillotine cut” but every horizontal slice must be a “guillotine cut” along a
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Fig. 7. Subgraph Gz of G for node z of T .
Fig. 8. A slicing graph which is not good.
face WE-path. As we will show later in Section 3, our algorithm draws every vertical slice as a single vertical line segment,
and draws every horizontal slice as either a single horizontal line segment or a sequence of three line segments, horizontal,
vertical and horizontal ones, as illustrated in Figs. 1(e) and 3(c).
3. Octagonal drawing
In this section we prove the following theorem as the main result of the paper. Note that a slicing graph together with
its slicing tree is often given as an input in many practical applications.
Theorem 3.1. A good slicing graph G with prescribed face areas has an octagonal drawing D, and the drawing D can be found in linear
time if a good slicing tree T is given.
In the rest of this section we give a constructive proof of Theorem 3.1. Let G be a good slicing graph with prescribed
positive value for each inner face. We assume that all vertices of G have degree three except for the four outer vertices
Md.S. Rahman et al. / Computational Geometry 42 (2009) 214–230 219Fig. 9. Octagons.
Fig. 10. Octagons not appearing in our drawing.
a,b, c and d of degree two. We will show that every inner face of G is drawn as a rectilinear polygon of at most eight
vertices whose shape is one of the nine shapes in Fig. 9, but is not like in Fig. 10. We call a rectilinear polygon of shape
like in Fig. 9 an octagon throughout the paper. Thus a rectangle is an octagon in our terminology, because the polygon in
Fig. 9(i) is a rectangle. We denote by A(R) the area of an octagon R , and by A(G) the sum of the prescribed areas of all
inner faces of a plane graph G .
The rest of this section is organized as follows. We give our Algorithm Octagonal-Draw in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2 we
give the details for embedding a slicing path. In Section 3.3 we complete a proof of Theorem 3.1 by verifying correctness
and time complexity of the algorithm.
3.1. Algorithm Octagonal-Draw
In this section we give an algorithm for ﬁnding an octagonal drawing of a good slicing graph G .
An outline of the algorithm is as follows. Let T be a good slicing tree of G . Let u be an internal node of T , let v be
the right child of u, and let w be the left child of u. If u is a V-node then its right subtree rooted at v represents the
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east subgraph GPuuE of Gu and its left subtree rooted at w represents the west subgraph G
Pu
uW and hence Gv = GPuuE and
Gw = GPuuW , and if u is an H-node then Gv = GPuuN and Gw = GPuuS , as illustrated in Fig. 6. We now traverse T by reverse
preorder traversal, that is, we ﬁrst traverse the root r of T , then traverse the right subtree and ﬁnally traverse the left
subtree. We thus draw the inner faces F1, F2, . . . , F9 of G in Fig. 6(a) in this order, from east to west and north to south.
Before starting the traversal from root r, we choose an arbitrary rectangle Rr of area A(G). Thus A(G) = H × W if H
and W are the height and width of Rr , respectively. The outer cycle Co(G) is drawn as Rr . (See Fig. 11.) In general, when
we traverse a node u of T , we have an octagon Ru of area A(Gu); Co(Gu) is drawn as Ru . If u is an internal node, then
we embed the slicing path Pu inside Ru so that Pu divides Ru into two octagons Rv and Rw so that A(Rv) = A(Gv ) and
A(Rw) = A(Gw), where v is the right child and w is the left child of u. (See Figs. 12 and 13.)
We start to traverse T from root r with the following initialization. We ﬁx the positions of four designated vertices
a,b, c and d of G as the corners of the initial rectangle Rr , as illustrated in Fig. 11. We then arbitrarily ﬁx the positions of
all vertices on the east path PrE of Gr = G while preserving their relative positions. The positions of all other vertices on
Co(G), drawn by black circles in Fig. 11, are not ﬁxed at this moment.
When we traverse an internal node u of T , we have an octagon Ru such that A(Ru) = A(Gu). Four vertices of degree two
on Co(Gu) have been designated as the four corners a,b, c and d of Gu as illustrated in Fig. 9. Let a, xN1, xN2,b, c, xS1, xS2,d
be the (polygonal) vertices, clockwise ordered, of the octagon Ru . Note that a,b, c and d are vertices of the graph Gu and
xN1, xN2, xS1, xS2 are bends and some of them may be missing. The north path PuN of Gu is the path on Co(Gu) clockwise




W . See Fig. 12. The positions of vertices a,b, c and d together with all
the vertices on PuE have been ﬁxed, but the positions of all the other vertices of Gu have not been ﬁxed.
We now describe the operations performed at each internal node u of T . Let v be the right child of u in T , and let w be
the left child. We ﬁrst consider the case where u is a V-node. In this case, the NS-slicing path Pu connects a vertex yN on
PuN and a vertex yS on P
u
S , as illustrated in Fig. 12. As we will show later, the positions of corners a, b, c and d of Ru together
with all vertices on PuE have been ﬁxed, but the position of all other vertices of Gu have not been ﬁxed. The goodness and
the traversal order of T are crucial in the argument. We now ﬁx the positions of vertices yN and yS and divide Ru into
two octagons Rv and Rw by embedding Pu as a vertical line segment so that A(Rv ) = A(Gv ) and A(Rw) = A(Gw). Indeed
Rw is always a rectangle, as illustrated in Fig. 12. We will give the detail of this step later in Section 3.2. We now designate
yN ,b, c and yS as the four corners of Gv , and designate a, yN , yS , and d as the four corners of Gw . We then consider the
case where u is an H-node. In this case, the face WE-path Pu connects a vertex yW on PuW and a vertex yE on P
u
E , as
illustrated in Fig. 13. The positions of all vertices on PuE including yE have been ﬁxed. We appropriately ﬁx the position of
yW on PuW and divide Ru into two octagons Rv and Rw so that A(Rv) = A(Gv ) and A(Rw) = A(Gw) by embedding Pu
as either a single horizontal line segment or a sequence of three line segments, horizontal, vertical and horizontal ones,
as illustrated in Fig. 13. We will give the detail of this step later in Section 3.2. We now designate a,b, yE and yW as the
corners of Gv , and designate yW , yE , c, and d as the corners of Gw .
We ﬁnally consider the case where we traverse a leaf node u of T . In this case u corresponds to an inner face Fu , and
the embedding of Fu has been already ﬁxed as an octagon Ru . (See Fig. 14.) The positions of a,b, c and d and all vertices
on PuE and P
u
N have been ﬁxed. We arbitrarily ﬁx the positions of all vertices on P
u
W other than a and d, preserving their
relative positions on PuW . If there are vertices on P
u
S other than c and d, then their positions will be ﬁxed in some later
steps.
We call the algorithm described above Algorithm Octagonal-Draw.
3.2. Embedding a slicing path
In this section we give the details of embedding a slicing path Pu inside an octagon Ru .
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Fig. 13. Embedding of Pu in Ru for an H-node u.
Fig. 14. Ru for a leaf node u.
A (polygonal) vertex of an octagon Ru has an interior angle 90◦ or 270◦ . A vertex of an interior angle 90◦ is called
a convex vertex of Ru , while a vertex of an interior angle 270◦ is called a concave vertex. Let p and q be two consecutive
polygonal vertices of Ru . We denote by pq the (polygonal) edge of Ru connecting p and q. We also denote by pq the straight
line segment connecting two points p and q.
Let Amin be the area of an inner face whose prescribed area is the smallest among all inner faces of G . Let H be the
height of the whole drawing, that is, the height of the initial rectangle Rr . (See Fig 11.) Let f be the number of inner faces




Since A(G) = WH , we have λ = W Amin .f A(G)
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segment cxS1, as illustrated in Fig. 9. If xN2 does not exist then let ltu = 0, and if xS1 does not exist then let lbu = 0. Let
lu = max{ltu, lbu}. Thus lu = 0 if and only if Ru is a rectangle. Let f uE be the number of inner faces in Gu each of which has
an edge on the east path PuE of Gu . We call an octagon Ru a feasible octagon if the following eight conditions (i)–(viii) hold:
(i) A(Ru) = A(Gu);
(ii) lu < f λ;
(iii) if xN2 is a concave vertex as in Figs. 9(a), (c) and (f), then ltu < ( f − f uE )λ;
(iv) if xS1 is a concave vertex as in Figs. 9(b), (c) and (g), then lbu < ( f − f uE )λ;
(v) if xN2 is a convex vertex as in Figs. 9(b), (d) and (h), then ltu  f uE λ;
(vi) if xS1 is a convex vertex as in Figs. 9(a), (d) and (e), then lbu  f uE λ;
(vii) if both xN2 and xS2 are concave vertices as in Fig. 9(a), then lbu − ltu  f uE λ; and
(viii) if both xN1 and xS1 are concave vertices as in Fig. 9(b), then ltu − lbu  f uE λ.
The initial octagon Rr for the root r of T is a rectangle of area A(Gr), where Gr = G . Since Rr is a rectangle,
xN1, xN2, xS1, xS2 do not exist and hence lu = ltu = lbu = 0. Therefore the rectangle Rr is a feasible octagon.
We now have the following lemma on the embedding of Pu for a V-node u.
Lemma 3.2. Let u be a V-node of T , let v be the right child of u, and let w be the left child. If Ru is a feasible octagon, then the NS-slicing
path Pu can be embedded inside Ru as a single vertical line segment so that Ru is divided into two feasible octagons Rv and Rw .
Proof. We ﬁrst show that Pu can be embedded as a vertical line segment inside Ru so that A(Rv) = A(Gv ) and A(Rw) =
A(Gw), and hence Rv and Rw satisﬁes condition (i). Since u is a V-node, Pu connects a vertex yN on PuN and a vertex yS
on PuS , as illustrated in Fig. 12. Since T is a good slicing tree, the north path P
u
N of Gu is either on the north path P
r
N of
Gr = G or on a face WE-path of Gz for some H-node z which is an ancestor of u in T . (See Fig. 7.) Therefore, G has a face
(above PuN ) such that P
u
N lies on its contour. Thus the positions of all vertices on P
u
N other than a and b have not been
ﬁxed although the face above PuN has been drawn. Since the part of G below P
u
S has not been drawn, the position of all
vertices on PuS other than c and d have not been ﬁxed. We can therefore embed Pu as a vertical line by sliding yN along P
u
N
together with yS along PuS until the equations A(Rv ) = A(Gv ) and A(Rw) = A(Gw) hold, as illustrated in Fig. 15. Clearly,
this can be done in constant time if Ru , A(Gu), A(Gv ) and A(Gw) are given.
We then show that both Rv and Rw are octagons. Since Ru is a feasible octagon, by condition (ii) lu < f λ, and hence by
Eq. (1) lu H < f λH = Amin. This implies that each shaded rectangular area of width lu and height  H in Fig. 16 is smaller
than the area Amin of the smallest inner face in G regardless of the shape of octagon Ru . Since the east subgraph Gv of
Gu contains at least one inner face of G , we have Amin  A(Gv). Thus sliding Pu above stops as in Fig. 15(a), and Pu is
Fig. 15. Sliding Pu in Ru .
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embedded so that Rw is drawn as a rectangle as illustrated in Fig. 16 for all nine shapes. Thus Rv has a shape of the same
type as Ru , and hence both Rv and Rw are octagons.
Since Rw is a rectangle, Rw satisﬁes condition (ii)–(viii).
We ﬁnally show that Rv satisﬁes conditions (ii)-(viii). By inductive assumption Ru satisﬁes conditions (ii)–(viii). Rv has
a shape of the same type as Ru . Furthermore, ltv = ltu , lbv = lbu , lv = lu and f vE = f uE . Therefore Rv also satisﬁes conditions
(ii)–(viii). 
We now have the following lemma on an embedding of Pu for an H-node u.
Lemma 3.3. Let u be an H-node of T , let v be the right child of u, and let w be the left child. If Ru is a feasible octagon, then the WE-
slicing path Pu can be embedded inside Ru as either a single horizontal line segment or a sequence of three line segments, horizontal,
vertical and horizontal ones, so that Ru is divided into two feasible octagons Rv and Rw .
Proof. Since u is an H-node, the face WE-path Pu connects a vertex yW on PuW and a vertex yE on P
u
E , as illustrated in
Fig. 17. We assume that the shape of Ru is as in Fig. 9(a). (The proof for the other shapes is similar.) In this case both xN2
and xS2 of Ru are concave corners, and hence by condition (vii) lbu − ltu  f uE λ > 0. Since xN2 is concave, by condition (iii)
ltu  ( f − f uE )λ. Also lu < f λ by condition (ii). The position of vertex yE has been ﬁxed on PuE when the part of G to the
right of bc was drawn. The horizontal line L passing through yE intersects either ad or xS2xS1, and hence there are the
following two cases. In either case, one can ﬁnd the embedding of Pu in constant time if Ru , A(Gu), A(Gv ), A(Gw), f uE , f
v
E
and f wE are given.
Case 1: L intersects ad.
Let L intersect ad at a point y′ as illustrated in Figs. 17(a), (b) and (c), and let Q be the polygon a, xN1, xN2,b, yE , y′ ,
then we have the following three subcases.
Subcase 1(a): A(Gv) = A(Q ).
In this case we ﬁx the position of vertex yW at point y′ and embed the path Pu as a single horizontal line segment
y′ yE , as illustrated in Fig. 17(a). Rv is the octagon a, xN1, xN2,b, yE , yW , and Rw is the octagon yW , yE , c, xS1, xS2,d. Rv
has the shape of a type as in Fig. 9(f), and Rw has the shape of type in Fig. 9(e).
We ﬁrst show that Rv is feasible. Since A(Rv ) = A(Gv ), condition (i) holds for Rv . Furthermore, lbv = 0, ltv = ltu , and
hence lv = ltv < lu = lbu < f λ. Thus condition (ii) also holds for Rv . Since f vE < f uE , we have ltv = ltu  ( f − f uE )λ < ( f − f vE )λ
and hence condition (iii) also holds for Rv . Since xS1 and xS2 of Rv do not exist and xN2 of Rv is concave, conditions (iv)–
(viii) also hold. Thus Rv is feasible.
We then show that Rw is feasible. Since A(Rw) = A(Gw), condition (i) holds for Rw . Furthermore ltw = 0, lbw = lbu ,
and hence lw = lbu = lu < f λ. Thus condition (ii) also holds for Rw . Since xS1 is a convex vertex of Ru , lbu  f uE λ by
condition (vi). Clearly f wE < f
u
E . Therefore we have lbw = lbu  f uE λ > f wE λ, and hence condition (vi) also holds for Rw . Since
xN1 and xN2 of Rw do not exist and xS1 of Rw is convex, the other conditions also hold for Rw . Therefore Rw is feasible.
Subcase 1(b): A(Gv ) < A(Q ).
Clearly f vE < f
u
E . We ﬁrst ﬁx the vertex y
′
S1 of Rv on L so that the horizontal line segment yEx
′
S1 has length ltu + f vE λ
and hence lbv = ltu + f vE λ, as illustrated in Fig. 17(b). We then ﬁx the positions of x′S2 and yW so that A(Rv) = A(Gv ). We
now claim that yW x′S2 is below axN1. By condition (vii) lbu  f uE λ + ltu , and hence lu = lbu  f uE λ + ltu > f vE λ + ltu = lbv .
Since lu < f λ by condition (ii), we have lbv H < lu H < f λH = Amin by Eq. (1) and hence the shaded rectangular area of
width lbv and height < H in Fig. 17(b) is smaller than Amin. Since Gv has at least one inner face, we have Amin  A(Gv ).
Therefore yW x′S2 is below axN1, and hence Rv is a (simple) octagon a, xN1, xN2,b, yE , x′S1, x′S2, yW , and Rw is an octagon
yW , x′S2, x′S1, yE , c, xS1, xS2,d. Both Rv and Rw have a shape in Fig. 9(a).
We now show that Rv is feasible. Since A(Rv) = A(Gv ), condition (i) holds for Rv . Clearly, ltv = ltu , lbv < lbu , and hence
lv = lbv < lu < f λ. Thus condition (ii) also holds for Rv . Since ltv = ltu  ( f − f u)λ < ( f − f v)λ, condition (iii) also holdsE E
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for Rv . Since lbv = ltu + f uE λ f vE λ, condition (vi) holds for Rv . Since lbv − ltv = lbv − ltu = f vE λ, condition (vii) also holds.
Since xN1 and x′S1 of Rv are convex, the other conditions also hold. Thus Rv is feasible.
Similarly one can show that Rw is a feasible octagon.
Subcase 1(c): A(Gv) > A(Q ).
Clearly f wE < f
u
E . We ﬁrst ﬁx x
′
S1 on L so that lbv = f wE λ, and then ﬁx the positions of x′S2 and yW so that A(Rv ) = A(Gv ),
as illustrated in Fig. 17(c). Since A(Q ) < A(Gv), x′S2 is below x′S1. We now claim that yW x′S2 is above dxS2. By condition
(vi) lbu  f uE λ and hence lu = lbu  f uE λ > f wE λ = lbv . Since lu H < f λH = Amin, the shaded area in Fig. 17(c) is smaller than
Amin. Since Amin  A(Gw), yW x′S2 is above dxS2. Thus Rv is a simple octagon a, xN1, xN2,b, yE , x′S1, x′S2, yW and Rw is an
octagon yW , x′S2, x′S1, yE , c, xS1, xS2,d. Rv has a shape in Fig. 9(c), and Rw has a shape in Fig. 9(d).
We then show that Rv is feasible. Since A(Rv ) = A(Gv), condition (i) holds for Rv . Since lbv < lu and ltv = ltu  lu ,
we have lv = max{lbv , ltv} < lu < f λ. Hence condition (ii) also holds for Rv . Since ltu < ( f − f uE )λ by condition (iii) for
Ru , we have ltv = ltu  ( f − f uE )λ < ( f − f vE )λ and hence condition (iii) also holds for Rv . Since f uE = f vE + f wE , we have
lbv = f wE λ = ( f uE − f vE )λ  ( f − f vE )λ and hence condition (iv) also holds for Rv . Since xN1 and xS2 of Rv are convex and
xN2 and xS1 are concave, the other conditions also hold for Rv . Thus Rv is feasible.
We ﬁnally show that Rw is feasible. Since A(Rw) = A(Gw), condition (i) holds for Rw . Since lbw = lu > lbv = ltw , we have
lw = lbw = lu < f λ and hence condition (ii) also holds for Rw . Since ltw = lbv = f wE λ, condition (v) also holds for Rw . Since
lbu  f uE λ by condition (vi) for Ru , we have lbw = lbu = lu  f uE λ > f wE λ and hence condition (vi) also holds for Rw . Since
xN2 and xS1 of Rw are convex, the other conditions also hold for Rw . Thus Rw is feasible.
Case 2: L intersects xS2xS1 as illustrated in Fig. 17(d).
Let L intersect xS2xS1 at a point y′ as illustrated in Fig. 17(d). Clearly 1  f vE < f uE . We ﬁrst ﬁx the vertex x′S1 of
Rv on L so that the horizontal line segment yEx′S1 has length ltu + f vE λ and hence lbv = ltu + f vE λ. By condition (vii)
lbu  ltu + f uE λ for Ru . We thus have lbv = ltu + f vE λ < ltu + f uE λ  lbu , and hence yEx′S1 is shorter than yEx′ . We then ﬁx
the positions of x′S2 and yW so that A(Rw) = A(Gw). Since lu H < f λH = Amin, the shaded area in Fig. 17(d) is smaller
than Amin. Since Amin  A(Gw), yW x′S2 is above dxS2. Similarly one can show that yW x′S2 is below axN1. Thus Rv is an
octagon a, xN1, xN2,b, yE , x′S1, x′S2, yW , and Rw is an octagon yW , x′S2, x′S1, yE , c, xS1, xS2,d. Both Rv and Rw have a shape
in Fig. 9(a).
Similarly to the proof of subcase 1(b), one can show that both Rv and Rw are feasible. 
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In this section we verify the correctness and time complexity of Algorithm Octagonal-Draw, and mention some remarks
on the algorithm.
We ﬁrst prove the following lemma on the correctness of Algorithm Octagonal-Draw.
Lemma 3.4. Algorithm Octagonal-Draw ﬁnds an octagonal drawing of a good slicing graph G.
Proof. The initial rectangle Rr at the root r of T is a feasible octagon. Assume inductively that u is an internal node of T
and Ru is a feasible octagon. Let v and w be the right child and left child of u, respectively. By Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 one can
embed Pu inside Ru so that Rv and Rw are feasible octagons. Thus, after the execution of the algorithm, each inner face of
G corresponding to a leaf of T is a feasible octagon. Of course, the contour of the outer face of G is the rectangle Rr . Thus
Algorithm Octagonal-Draw ﬁnds an octagonal drawing of G . 
We now have the following lemma on the time complexity of Algorithm Octagonal-Draw.
Lemma 3.5. Algorithm Octagonal-Draw runs in linear time.
Proof. Since A(Gu) for each leaf u in T is prescribed, using a bottom-up computation one can compute A(Gu) for each
node u in T . This operation takes linear time in total. One can compute the number f uE for all nodes u of T in linear




E , one can ﬁnd the embedding of Pu and hence decide Rv and Rw in
constant time, as noted in the proofs of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. Thus the algorithm Octagonal-Draw runs in linear time. 
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 complete the proof of Theorem 3.1.
We ﬁnally describe a remark: Algorithm Octagonal-Draw can be easily modiﬁed so that it ﬁnds a drawing with pre-
scribed face areas such that the outer cycle Co is drawn as any prescribed feasible octagon, which is not always a
rectangle.
4. A suﬃcient condition for good slicing graphs
In this section we present a suﬃcient condition for a 2–3 plane graph to be a good slicing graph and give a linear-time
algorithm to ﬁnd a good slicing tree of a graph satisfying the condition.
Every slicing graph has a rectangular drawing, in which every face is drawn as a rectangle. A necessary and suﬃcient
condition is known for a 2–3 plane graph to have a rectangular drawing; it is described in Lemma 4.1 below [8,17]. Our
suﬃcient condition for good slicing graphs is represented in terms similar to ones used by the necessary and suﬃcient
condition, which are deﬁned below.
An edge of a 2–3 plane graph G is called a leg of a cycle C if it is incident to exactly one vertex of C and located outside
C . The vertex of C to which a leg is incident is called a leg-vertex of C . A cycle in G is called a k-legged cycle if C has exactly
k legs and there is no edge which joins two vertices on C and is located outside C . Fig. 18(a) illustrates 2-legged cycles
C1,C2,C3 and C4, while Fig. 18(b) illustrates 3-legged cycles C5,C6,C7 and C8, where four corners a,b, c and d are drawn
by white circles.
If a 2-legged cycle contains at most one corner like C1,C2 and C3 in Fig. 18(a), then some inner face cannot be drawn
as a rectangle and hence G has no rectangular drawing. Similarly, if a 3-legged cycle contains no corner like C5 and C8 in
Fig. 18(b), then G has no rectangular drawing. Thus (r1) and (r2) in Lemma 4.1 are trivial necessary conditions for G to have
a rectangular drawing. However, they are known to be a suﬃcient condition, too, as in Lemma 4.1 [8,17].
Fig. 18. Good cycles C4,C6 and C7, and bad cycles C1,C2,C3,C5 and C8.
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Lemma 4.1. A 2–3 plane graph has a rectangular drawing if and only if
(r1) every 2-legged cycle contains two or more corners, and
(r2) every 3-legged cycle contains one or more corners.
A cycle in (r1) or (r2) is called good. Cycles C4,C6 and C7 in Fig. 18 are good; the 2-legged cycle C4 contains two corners,
and the 3-legged cycles C6 and C7 contain one or two corners. On the other hand, a 2-legged or 3-legged cycle is called
bad if it is not good. Thus 2-legged cycles C1,C2 and C3 and 3-legged cycles C5 and C8 are bad. In particular, a 2-legged
bad cycle is called a bad corner cycle if it contains exactly one corner like C3. Lemma 4.1 can be rephrased as follows: G has
a rectangular drawing if and only if G has no bad cycle. Thus a trivial necessary condition for a 2–3 plane graph G to be a
slicing graph is that G has no bad cycle.
We call a cycle other than the outer cycle Co(G) an inner cycle. An inner facial cycle C of G is called a boundary facial
cycle if C contains an outer edge. A cycle C is called a proper inner cycle if C does not contain any outer edge. We now
present our suﬃcient condition for a 2–3 plane graph to be a good slicing graph in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.2. If a 2–3 plane graph G has no bad cycle and every proper inner cycle in G has at least ﬁve legs, then G is a good slicing
graph and a good slicing tree T of G can be found in linear time.
The graphs in Figs. 1(a), 3(a) and 6(a) satisfy the condition in Theorem 4.2, while the graphs in Figs. 5 and 8 do not
satisfy it because they have a proper inner cycle with only four legs. The graph in Fig. 19 is a good slicing graph, but does
not satisfy the condition in Theorem 4.2. Thus the condition is not a necessary one.
In the remainder of this section we give a proof of Theorem 4.2 and present a corollary.
Before presenting the proof we need some notations and deﬁnitions. Let G be a 2–3 plane graph. For a cycle C in G we
denote by G(C) the plane subgraph of G inside C (including C ). A cycle C in G is attached to a path P if (i) P does not
contain any vertices in G(C) except for the vertices of C and (ii) the intersection of C and P is a single subpath of P , as
illustrated in Fig. 20. Let vs be the starting vertex of the subpath, and let vt be the terminating vertex. Denote by Qc(C)
the path on C turning clockwise around C from vs to vt and by Qcc(C) the path on C turning counterclockwise around C
from vs to vt . A leg of C is called a clockwise leg for P if it is incident to a vertex in V (Qc(C)) − {vs, vt}. Denote by nc(C)
the number of clockwise legs of C for P . Similarly we deﬁne a counterclockwise leg and denote by ncc(C) the number of
counterclockwise legs of C for P . A cycle C attached to a path P is called a clockwise cycle if Qcc(C) is a subpath of P , and is
called a counterclockwise cycle if Qc(C) is a subpath of P . A cycle C attached to a path P is called a critical cycle if either C is
a clockwise cycle and nc(C) 1 or C is a counterclockwise cycle and ncc(C) 1. Fig. 20 illustrates a clockwise critical cycle.
We assume from now on that a 2–3 plane graph G has no bad cycle and every proper inner cycle of G has at least ﬁve
legs. An NS-path P is called an NS-partitioning path if both GPW and G
P
E have no bad cycle and every proper inner cycle
of GPW and G
P
E has at least ﬁve legs. Similarly we deﬁne a WE-partitioning path. We then immediately have the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.3. Assume that a 2–3 plane graph G has no bad cycle and every proper inner cycle of G has at least ﬁve legs. Then every face
WE-path of G is a WE-partitioning path, and every face NS-path is an NS-partitioning path.
If G has neither a face WE-path nor a face NS-path, then we can ﬁnd an NS-partitioning path by modifying the “westmost
NS-path”. An NS-path P is deﬁned to be westmost if
(1) P starts at the neighbor u of a on PN ,
(2) P ends at the neighbor v of d on P S , and
(3) the number of edges in GP is minimum.W
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In Fig. 21 the westmost NS-path is drawn as a vertical line.
Some proper inner cycles of G may be attached to the westmost NS-path P . Clearly all these cycles are clockwise at-
tached to P . Clearly, GPW has no bad cycle and has no proper inner cycle. However, P is not always an NS-partitioning
path, because some cycles attached to P may be critical cycles and hence would be bad cycles of GPE . Note that P becomes
the west path PW of GPE . A cycle, among the critical cycles attached to P , is deﬁned to be maximal if its inside is max-
imal. The insides of all maximal critical cycles are pairwise disjoint. In Fig. 21 the insides of ﬁve maximal critical cycles
Cm1,Cm2, . . . ,Cm5 are shaded.
A boundary path is a maximal (directed) path on a boundary facial cycle connecting two outer vertices without passing
through any outer edge. For X, Y ∈ {N, E, S,W }, a boundary XY-path is a boundary path starting at a vertex on P X and
ending at a vertex on PY . We now have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.4. Assume that a 2–3 plane graph G has no bad cycle and every proper inner cycle of G has at least ﬁve legs. If G has neither
a face WE-path nor a face NS-path, then G has an NS-partitioning path.
Proof. Assume that G has neither a face WE-path nor a face NS-path. Let P = w1,w2, . . . ,w j be the westmost NS-path
of G , where j  2, w1 = u and w j = v . Then we can ﬁnd an NS-partitioning path P∗ from P , as follows. (In Fig. 21 P∗ is
indicated by dotted lines.)
Firstly, we ﬁnd two paths Pst and Pen; Pst is the starting subpath of P∗ , and Pen is the ending subpath of P∗ . Let α be the
largest index among 1,2, . . . , j such that vertex wα is contained in a boundary NN- or EN-path Q . Let Q = y1, y2, . . . , yl ,
where y1 ∈ V (PN ) ∪ V (P E) and yl ∈ V (PN ), and let wα = yi (see Fig. 21). Similarly, let β be the smallest index such that
vertex wβ is contained in a boundary SS- or SE-path R . Let R = z1, z2, . . . , zk , where z1 ∈ V (P S) and zk ∈ V (P S ) ∪ V (P E),
and let wβ = zr . Then clearly α  β . Choose Pst = yl, yl−1, . . . , yi and Pen = zr, zr−1, . . . , z1, and we let P∗ pass through




W has a bad corner cycle; otherwise, there would occur a contradiction either to the
selection of Pst and Pen or to the assumption that G has no bad cycle. Furthermore, there is no critical cycle attached to
paths Pst or Pen , since every proper inner cycle of G has ﬁve or more legs.
Secondly, for each edge e on the subpath Pαβ of P connecting wα and wβ on P , if e is not contained in any maximal
critical cycle C attached to P , then we let P∗ pass through e.
Lastly, we choose subpaths of P∗ for each of the clockwise maximal critical cycles C attached to the subpath Pαβ , as
follows. (In Fig. 21 Cm3 and Cm4 are these maximal cycles.) Since C is critical, nc(C) 1. Thus either nc(C) = 0 or nc(C) = 1.
If nc(C) = 0, then ncc(C) 3; otherwise, C would have less than ﬁve legs, contrary to the assumption. (In Fig. 21 nc(Cm3) = 0
and ncc(Cm3) = 4.) If nc(C) = 1,then ncc(C) 2; otherwise, C would have less than ﬁve legs, contrary to the assumption. (In
Fig. 21 nc(Cm4) = 1 and ncc(Cm4) = 2.) In either case, we let P∗ pass through Qc(C).
If we choose P∗ as above, then one can observe that both GP∗E and GP
∗





W has ﬁve or more legs. Therefore P
∗ is an NS-partitioning path. 
Using Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, one can recursively ﬁnd a good slicing tree T of G and the NS- and WE-partitioning paths
corresponding to all inner nodes of T if G satisﬁes the condition of Theorem 4.2, as follows: ﬁnd a face path as a WE- or
NS-slicing path if it exists, otherwise ﬁnd an NS-partitioning path as an NS-slicing path; the recursion terminates when G
is a single face. Clearly T is a good slicing tree of G . Using a method described in [8], one can ﬁnd the NS- and WE-slicing
paths corresponding to all inner nodes of T in linear time and hence can construct T in linear time. We have thus proved
Theorem 4.2.
Yeap and Sarrafzadeh [21] gave a suﬃcient condition for a 2–3 plane graph G to be a slicing graph. Although their
condition is represented in terms of a dual graph of G , theirs and ours are effectively same. We, however, showed as in
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Theorem 4.2 that the condition is a suﬃcient condition for a 2–3 plane graph to be not only a slicing graph but also a good
slicing graph.
A connected graph is cyclically k-edge connected if the removal of any set of less than k edges leaves a graph such that
exactly one of the connected components has a cycle. Thus the graph in Fig. 5 is cyclically 4-edge connected, but not
cyclically 5-edge connected. Note that the removal of the four edges indicated by a dotted circle leaves a graph of two
connected components, each having a cycle. Let G be a 2–3 plane graph obtained from a cyclically 5-edge connected plane
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a 2–3 plane graph G has a drawing in which each edge is drawn as a single straight line segment which is not always
horizontal or vertical, each inner face attains its prescribed area, and the outer cycle is a rectangle having the four vertices
as corners. Thus, in his drawing, each inner face is drawn with a polygon which is not always rectilinear. The class of good
slicing graphs is larger than the class of graphs obtained from cyclically 5-edge connected cubic plane graphs by inserting
four vertices of degree two on the outer cycle, as shown in the following corollary of Theorem 4.2.
Corollary 4.5. A 2–3 plane graph G obtained from a cyclically 5-edge connected cubic plane graph by inserting four dummy vertices
of degree two on four distinct outer edges is a good slicing graph, and a good slicing tree of G can be found in linear time.
Proof. Let G be a graph obtained from a cyclically 5-edge connected cubic plane graph G ′ by inserting four vertices a,b, c
and d of degree two on Co(G ′). Then G has no bad cycle and any proper inner cycle of G has at least ﬁve legs. Therefore G
satisﬁes the condition in Theorem 4.2, and hence G is a good slicing graph, and a good slicing tree can be found in linear
time. 
We ﬁnally remark that one can examine in linear time whether a given 2–3 plane graph G satisﬁes the condition in
Theorem 4.2. Note that a set of legs of a k-legged cycle of G corresponds to a k-cycle of a dual graph of G , and that all
triangles and quadrangles of a plane graph can be found in linear time [1].
5. Conclusions
In this paper we show that every good slicing graph has an octagonal drawing with prescribed face areas, and gave a
linear-time algorithm to ﬁnd such a drawing when a good slicing tree is given. We also obtained a suﬃcient condition for a
plane graph G to be a good slicing graph and gave a linear-time algorithm to construct a good slicing tree if G satisﬁes the
condition.
Let Amax be the area of an inner face whose prescribed area is the largest among all inner faces of a good slicing graph
G , and let k = Amax/Amin. We then have







Thus, in a VLSI ﬂoorplan produced by our algorithm, the width of the narrowest part of a module is at least λ  W
kf 2
.
Although λ may be small, one can appropriately choose a larger value as λ in many practical ﬂoorplans.
It is remaining as a future work to obtain a necessary and suﬃcient condition for a 2–3 plane graph to have an octagonal
drawing with prescribed face areas.
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